US SAILING CHAMPIONSHIPS – Member Benefits

DISCOUNTED HOUSING ALTERNATIVES:

US Sailing members are eligible for a 15% discount with IHG InterContinental Hotels Group for this event. Log into your MY US SAILING Account, select MEMBER COUPONS from the left-hand sidebar, click on the IHG Logo and enter your travel information. This discount can only be booked through this site.

AIR TRAVEL DISCOUNTS:

UNITED

US Sailing members are eligible for a 10% discount with United Airlines for this event.

Log into your MY US SAILING Account, select MEMBER COUPONS from the left-hand sidebar, click on the UNITED Logo for booking information. This discount can only be booked through this site.

SUNGLASSES:

Hobie

US Sailing members are eligible for a 25% discount with Hobie Polarized with online orders.

Log into your MY US SAILING Account, select MEMBER COUPONS from the left-hand sidebar, click on the Hobie Polarized Logo for coupon code. This discount can only be accessed through this site.

USCGA LIFE JACKET DISCOUNTS:

mti

US Sailing members are eligible for a 15% discount with MTI with online orders.

Log into your MY US SAILING Account, select MEMBER COUPONS from the left-hand sidebar, click on the mti Logo for coupon code. This discount can only be accessed through this site.

EXCLUSIVE ACCESS to Dave Dellenbaugh’s SPEED & SMARTS:

Speed&Smarts

US Sailing members have NEW and EXCLUSIVE access to special editions from Dave Dellenbaugh’s Speed & Smarts.

Log into your MY US SAILING Account, select MEMBER COUPONS from the left-hand sidebar, click on the Speed&Smarts Logo for access. Special exclusive archive editions can only be accessed through this site.

● For a complete list of all US Sailing Member Discounts and Benefits log into your MY US SAILING account or click here